VISION MOSAIC and TILES

The Vision Mosaic and Tiles

Vision Glass mosaic are produced from first grade optical glass and translucent coloured glass in 2 different surface finishes, clear and flicker. The flicker surface is created by treating the surface of the glass with metallic oxides that when absorbed into the glass surface create a luxurious iridescent surface effect. Iridescence is an optical phenomenon of surfaces in which hue changes in proportion to the angles of observation and illumination. This effect is similar to the famous Favrile glass, offering a distinctive characteristic that is common in some glass from Classical antiquity.

Additionally, the rear face of each individual glass tesserae is machined to a 45° bevel this to simulate more depth appearance or perception once mosaic installed.

For specific installation grout or adhesive, we recommend you to contact your local preferred adhesive manufacturer, the use of Non-sanded grout is strongly recommended. Do not clean with Abrasive products or solutions containing Bleach.

APPLICATIONS:
- Internal surfaces - Wall
- External surfaces – Subject to location
- Wet areas – suitable for wet areas and submerged installation.
  Avoid strong acid exposure on the Flicker surface.

PRODUCT DATA:
- Tesserae thickness- 8mm
- Plastic film face mount
- Available in 8 standard Everstone colors
- Sizes available from 25x25mm mosaic up to 150x75mm tile or to customer specification*
- Available in Clear or Flicker surface finish
- Refer to catalogue for standard full range of products and sizes

SIZE AND COLOUR: (Vision Glass)

| ICE (EV01), WHITE (EV02), BROWN (EV03), ICE GREEN (EV04), ARTIC BLUE (EV05), OCEAN BLUE (EV06), MYSTIC GREY (EV07), SOLID GREY (EV08) | 25X25, 25X50, 25X100 mosaic 100X100, 150x75 tiles |

* conditions apply